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Cruising (or Not) During the COVID-19 Pandemic

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/cruising-or-not-during-the-covid-19-pandemic/

It’s a difficult and stressful time for everyone right now and we are all facing different types of
challenges depending on where we are.

Here in BC things seem to be calming somewhat, thanks to good social distancing practices being
followed by so many, but it still seems it will be quite a while before we get back to ‘normal’. Around
the world, borders are being closed and ‘stay-at home’ orders are in place with varying degrees of
enforcement. In some places it’s becoming increasingly difficult, and even risky, to move from place to
place, an obvious challenge to the cruisers currently living in this way.

Bluewater Cruising Association has set up a place on our website homepage where we can share our
questions and the information we find that might answer them. The new COVID & Cruising forum is
open to all members no matter where you are, to post questions and add your input to discussions on the
issues we face.

This is BCA – we are never alone. There are resources here available to you and to all our members to
share, and you can be a part of it. Please check out and contribute to these new additions to our website:

BCA 2020 COVID & Cruising Forum
BCA 2020 COVID19: Trusted Sources
BCA 2020 COVID19: Relevant News Articles
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For those still close to home, here is good advice from the BC Boating Association with some new
special precautions to take if you decide to venture off the dock: Maintaining social distancing while
boating in BC.

No matter where you are, be safe, be prudent, and, above all and as always, use good judgement when
you apply the information shared by others to your specific situation.

About The Author

Leslie Hansen

Saracen - Martin 32

Leslie has been sailing with Don for a while now. After meeting him on the water in a kayak taking
surfing lessons, they found a common interest in sailing and bought the Martin 32 Saracen. They have
been following Plan A the past six years: leave when the boat is ready, sail north, turn around before the
fog. So far Plan A has gotten them to Glacier Bay, Haida Gwaii and the mid coast most years.

_______________________________________________
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Sailing in Chile: Part 4 - Laguna San Rafael

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sailing-in-chile-part-4-laguna-san-rafael/

Our modest goal for the 2019 cruising season was to make it down to the glacier at Laguna San Rafael,
roughly 450 nm south of Valdivia.

Laguna San Rafael boasts the furthest glacier found north in the southern hemisphere at 46o 38’S.  We’d
been told that lots of tourists do the trip, but don’t be fooled – this area is REMOTE.  You can get there
by small tourist’s boats (at least 14 hours return from Chacabulco), small cruise ship, or by airplane.  All
of those methods of transport are reasonably straight forward.

Travelling there in a sailboat is another matter and requires a bit of planning and a lot of guess work.  The
reason for this is the glacier is located at the bottom of a very long, narrow strait, that is accessed by
travelling through two narrows where the current runs fierce, and then down a fast-moving river.  The
currents can run up to 6 knots and so for a sailboat, this requires careful timing of the passes and river to
ensure you are travelling WITH the current (ie, on the flood).  This sounds simple, but as it turns out, this
is where the guess work comes in.
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We have two guidebooks for Cruising in Chile: the “Italian Guide” and the “Royal Cruising Club” of
England Guide.  Both are very good and cover the vast majority of anchorages on the more well-travelled
routes in the Patagonian canals.  Both books contain a section on Laguna San Rafael.  One informs the
reader that slack water (which, in my understanding of the term, means that the current is not flooding or
ebbing, but has stopped moving – always the best time to cross a narrows) occurs 2 hours behind the tide
times listed for the tidal station at Bahia Orange (plus 1 hour for Daylight Savings).  Having not come
across Bahia Orange before, we did some research and realized it is the tidal station located at Cape Horn,
700 nm to the south!  OK.  We find the tide charts for Bahia Orange.  Great.  We check our chart plotter,
which conveniently has tides for Paso Quesahuen, the first narrows we have to pass through, and decide
that the numbers match.  Yippee.  We then read the second guide book, which helpfully tells us that high
water (do they mean slack?) is 45 minutes AFTER the times listed for the tidal station at Bahia
Orange.  Um, what? Is anyone else confused?  Because we certainly were.

 Sea Rover II at anchor off Paso Quesahuen after a day of squalls.

Our first hurdle was getting through the first narrows at Paso Quesahuen.  Since the guidebooks gave
contradictory information, we chose the time that matched our chart plotter, as this seemed most
reasonable.  Unfortunately we learned the hard way, that this timing was just plain wrong!  We went
through the narrows at supposed ‘slack’ with a 3 knot current with us and 25 knots of wind at our
back.  The extra “push” from the winds and current made for a very ‘exciting’ trip across the eddy line
and into the calm waters of the anchorage just inside the narrows.  Gary got to practice some navigation
skills left over from his river kayaking days… Luckily the weather turned poor and so we had a few days
to lick our wounds and to re-think our strategy for attacking narrows #2 and the river.
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Being a scientist, I’m always frustrated by incorrect or confusing information.  It annoys me, especially
when it creeps into my sailing life.  So, I spent one afternoon with a pair of binoculars, clock and a
notebook and watched the current and tide in the pass just outside our anchorage.  According to one
guidebook (and our chart plotter), high tide and supposedly slack tide were supposed to happen at
1401h.  I started taking written observations at 1340h.

Here is a sampling of my recordings:

1340h – current still flooding strongly; pass looks really choppy and nasty
1350h – current still flooding strongly; oops – pass looks really choppy and nasty, but it might
actually be dolphins leaping out of the water.  Need to look closer.
1401h – current still flooding strongly.  Yup, definitely dolphins leaping.  Cool.
1430h – tide still rising, current still flooding
1500h – tide still rising, current maybe slowing down?
1515h – tide at max, current seems to have switched?

And so on.  As near as I could tell, high tide (and slack, which seemed to correspond) happened an hour
AFTER the tide indicated by Bahia Orange (without adjusting for Daylight Savings).

 The Crew of Sea Rover II in Laguna San Rafael, home of the northern most glacier in the southern
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hemisphere.

After waiting out bad weather for five days, the sun shone brightly and it was time to make our run for the
Laguna.  Our friends on Rum Doxy went up the mast to look at the water outside the anchorage to assess
when the current would switch in our favour.  We waited.  And waited. Then we all got impatient and
decided to go and see what happened.  Based on my previous observations, I felt that the next pass would
probably turn either at 1230h or 1330h (still wasn’t 100% sure).  We aimed to get there at 1230h, but
then ended up sailing instead of motoring down Bahia Elefantes and arrived at 1330h, just as the current
was turning.  Perfect timing (or good planning… or guessing).  We rode the flood through the next bay and
finally into the river.  And here we met our next challenge:  bergy bits.  These mini-icebergs (in addition
to some full-fledged iceberg daddies) get pushed out of the Laguna on the ebb tide/current and flow up
into the river and the bay immediately north.  While they are pretty easy to dodge, it was a surreal
experience.

 Our first experience with icebergs!

The whole trip from the narrows to the mouth of the Laguna took about two hours. The tidal currents
were fierce and confused where the river emptied into the Laguna, and at first the path through the wall of
ice before us seemed unclear.  Luckily, a path emerged as we got closer, and then, voila! We were
there.  And it was spectacular.
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The glacier is located at the far side of the bay, which is 8-10 nm wide.  We came out of the river into a
fairly open area (ie, ice free) and were able to get our bearings.  The crews of Rum Doxy and Sea Rover
II were the only beings for miles around.  After drifting slowly with just a single reefed main, Gary got
impatient for speed and put out half the Genoa.  Next thing I knew, we were cruising through the lagoon
at 4 knots (too fast to truly enjoy the quiet beauty of the location in my opinion, but Gary was
happy).  Despite our initial thought that there was “ice everywhere”, on closer inspection it turned out
there was an area full of ice, pushed by the wind, and there was a reasonably open area with a few bergs
here and there.  This is where we sailed.  It was magical!

 We made it!

We made it about half way across the bay, but had to turn around as the day was getting long and the
tide/current in the river was due to switch (or so we hoped).

After a quick stop to put the dinghy in the water to get a closer look at a couple of the icebergs, we
reluctantly turned around and headed back to the mouth of the river.  We arrived before the switch from a
flood to an ebb and fought our way up the river for a half hour, before the current changed in our favour
and swept us (literally) back out and through the pass.  The river landscape was completely different on
the way out as there wasn’t a bergy bit to be seen – they’d all returned to the river on the previous flood.
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 A glorious day was celebrated with 10,000 year old glacier ice.

After a long day, we put the hook down just as the sun was setting.  A glorious day.  We celebrated our
accomplishment by having drinks with glacier ice plucked out of the ocean in the lagoon.  Marvelous!

About The Author

Karina McQueen & Gary Peacock

Sea Rover II - Oyster 435

Karina McQueen and Gary Peacock on s/v Sea Rover II left Vancouver in 2014. They spent the next 3
years exploring the Sea of Cortez and Mexican Riviera before sailing to Valdivia, Chile via the
Galapagos and Easter Island in 2018. They are currently experiencing the trials and tribulations (and cold)
of high latitude sailing. 

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: March 2020

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-march-2020/

Due to concerns regarding imminent surgery scheduling, we arranged for Al to lead discussions from
March 4-15 with V.I. Fleet members on the topics of Weather Routing and the Paperwork of Clearing In
& Out of Foreign Lands. The audience included 3 of the 6 new members who have joined V.I. Fleet
recently and we look forward to their participation in the learning experiences.

Daragh showed us his on-board sail repair kit and his Mexican style hand line fishing gear for offshore
with a description of how he handles it and the delicious catches he hauls in.

Unfortunately, due to the unprecedented COVID-19 situation all over the World, Daragh didn’t lead the
Fleet night discussions on April 1.

V.I. Fleet Rendezvous planned for the weekend of April 17-19 at Port Browning on Pender Island has
been cancelled.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
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ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.

_______________________________________________
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A Message from BCA Commodore David Mitchell

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/a-message-from-bca-commodore-david-mitchell/

In support of our government’s solid tactics in combating the spread of the COVID-19 virus, and in
consultation with the Board of Directors, which includes all Chapter Vice Commodores, I have directed
that Bluewater Cruising Association will cancel all face-to-face activities. This includes Club Nights,
Education, Fleet, Watchkeeper’s meetings, and Rendezvous. As it stands, these measures will remain in
effect through September 2020. Your BoD and I will closely monitor our government’s direction to this
pandemic and adjust appropriately.

During these trying times it is of utmost importance that we do not forget our communities; cruising,
work, family, neighborhood, city, global. We are all having to live our lives very differently and some
with many struggles. The COVID-19 virus has caused us to physically separate from one another. That
does not mean that we have to disconnect. I highly encourage all of us to stay involved, check in on one
another and support each other; be that through the BCA or our other communities. Call a friend, email a
cousin, connect with a neighbor through Facebook, be active on the many online groups. Whatever your
choice, stay involved.

BCA has many members that are currently cruising, preparing to depart, or wondering how their summer
coastal cruising will shape up. Your Board of Directors and Chapter Watchkeepers are working on
adjusting our programs and finding ways for us to interact. You can be a big support by becoming active
participants on the various forums and groups within our website, sharing your stories with Currents, and
posting on our Facebook page. I am certain the BCA family can thrive during these troubled times and
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rise to the support of our communities.

Please, stay safe, take care of each other, and spread your love.

_______________________________________________
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Basic Marine Radar - CANCELLED

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/basic-marine-radar-3/

Learn to use radar from the guy that literally wrote the book: Kevin Monahan. After completion of this
seminar, you will be able to set up your radar for maximum results, and interpret the display under a
variety of conditions. You will use radar to identify land-masses, other vessels, and transient targets;
avoid collisions; navigate; and interpret and control the display under a variety of conditions. Cost
includes one manual per individual/couple.

_______________________________________________
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